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Turn the wheel! Beep the horn! Drive! Complete with a turntable steering wheel, a working horn, and

"windshields" showing photographs of real outdoor scenes, this interactive book is fun and

entertaining for young readers. Five favorite vehicles are depicted, along with pages showing

dashboards and real controls. This board books is a must for all children who can't wait to get their

hands on a steering wheel of their own.
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This book is so much fun...the pictures are excellent, as DK Publishing has a reputation for. The

kids love to "drive" the tractor and "use" the instrument panel as we read. I'm from the

Washington/Idaho Palouse area, so there's decent dose of nostalgia for the pictures of farming as

well.

the battery is now dead, because my sons have played with the book SO MUCH. AND........ you

cannot replace the batteries......WHAT??! I couldn't believe it when I found that out. It says right on

the back of the book, "Batteries cannot be replaced." Ugggh. The boys were SO bummed! They still

play with it though, making their own sounds and of course, we still read it together and they can still

turn the steering wheel and pretend. I guess it actually still makes some sort of noise when you

press the horn...sounds like something crashing or something. At least it's not moaning anymore



like it was when the battery first started to die! LOL!Anyway, it lasted around 8 months with a 3 yr.

old and an 18 month old playing with it (their ages now).Just thought you should know about the

battery thing. Still a really cool book though.

My son loves turning the wheel and beeping the horn. The combination of a book and a toy make

this book unique! I can't recommend it enough!

This book itself is good, Great tractors and combines in it, and a fun from the drivers perspective.

My low rating is because I didn't feel it was in as "great" of condition as seller described.

The back cover reads, "Battery cannot be replaced" ... Really??? Whose bright idea was it to put

batteries that cannot be replaced in a honking horn? Presently, our book's horn is honking

incessantly at us and we're dismantling the wheel and removing the horn altogether to silence it. A

squeaker would have been enough of a fun honking noise. If a book is going to have a battery

operated horn, please at least include an on/off switch.

This book was my grandson's favorite book for a long time. The home on the tractor honks and the

steering wheel moves. While he is driving he learns about a lot of different jobs done on a farm.

Book did not work at all and the batteries are not replaceable. I understand this was a used book but

the description should have said that it was not in working order.

We got this book for our oldest son who loved it. Then our second loved this book it broke apart so

we ordered another one we had one beyond excited little guy!!
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